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The result of the :first test of beet sugar made at Rome, N. Y.,
by the Government, shows 97.7 absolute purity. Th~ time may
be near at hand when New York must be taken into considera
tion in estimating the world's supply of sugar. Weare indebted
to the First New York Beet Sugar Oompany for a sample of
their :first run of sugar.-Ex.

The only estates that will grind sugar this season in Ouba will
be a few of those around Oienfuegos. Judging from the few
plantations that have been reported, the Cuban sugar will
be very small. Another disadvantage is that there is no cane,
the :fields having been sadly neglected.

The San Diego Sugar Growers' Association shipped to the

HAW AllAN SUGAR PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION.

There has been no change in the price of sugar in New York,
the last quotation having been 3:~- cents. The Louisiana crop,
which is now being harvested, will furnish ample supply of raws
for three months to come. The crop is estimated at 240,000

long tons.

The allllualllleeting of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Associa-"
tion "will he held at the association rooms, commencing on :NIon
day, November 22d, at 9 o'clock a. m.
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East by rail, during the year ending July 1897, 28,438 boxes of
oranges, which sold for $32,527. Navels brought the highest
price, $1.59 to $1 per box. St. Michaels brought $1.42 to 82
cents. Other sorts ranged from 91 to 60 down to 31 cents per

. box. Some~ of these must have sold at a loss.

Experts now admit that superior raw sugar means a product
that can be easily handled by the refiners for the production of
white sugar, and it is not always this kind that has the highest
polarization. It is essential that raw sugars have very white crys
tals; those sugars which, after washing, give gray or yellow crys-

The world's stock of sugar in sight at latest date was 114,555
tons less October 21, than at the same date in 1896. Of this
stock nearly one-half was held in the United States, to which
should be added the Louisana crop now being harvested. As the
labor supply is short, on account of the yellow fever plague, this
crop will be later coming in than in former years.

•
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By direction of Oongress, the Department of Agriculture is
investigating the character and extent of the adulteration of
foods and drugs. It is generally believed that adulteration,
imitation, and misbranding of foods, drugs and liquors exist to a
great extent. Many of the States have enacted laws to prevent
such practices, and it is desirable to know how these laws have
been enforced, and ,vith what results. As the general public is
largely interested in this matter, as it affects health, morals, and
legitimate trade, it has been thought proper to ask the co-opera
tion of the agricultural press in securing accurate information on

the subject.-Rural Oalifornian.

In Havana, Ouba, two physicians have hit upon the happy
idea of using mosquitoes to inoculate fresh arrivals in the city
against yellow fever. The mosquitoes are made first to contam
inate themselves by biting a diseased person. They are then
made to bite the patient it is wanted to treat, thus inoculating
him with the virus. The inoculation brings on a mild attack of
the fever; but when that has passed away the patient enjoys
immunity not only from the disease, but, what is even more
curious, from the bites of the insects that have saved him.



tals, must be considered inferior. The crystals should be regu
lar in shape and not have combined with them too many small
crystals. Practical experience seems to show that the best masse
cuites contain 6 to 7 per cent. water, and 91 to 93 c. p.; in other
words, should consist of 45 per cent. syrup and 55 per cent. cry
stals.-Sugar Beet.

Everyone interested in sugar should read Dr. "Wiley's state
ment of the working of the European bounty system, as estab
lished by law, in Germany and France. An industry that is
assisted by government in the way and to the extent that this
industry is, in the countries named, will surely suppress all com
petition in the same line in other coimtries, 'which are not simil
arly protected. This has been the leading purpose of the Eu
ropean bounty system, and it seems in a fair way to accomplish
it, unless met by similar legislation in those countries that can
protect themselves. Beets will grow better and richer in the
United States than in any part of Europe. Give them the same
protection, and the time will come when no beet sugar will be
wanted from abroad. England so far, refuses to adopt counter
vailing duties, and as a consequence, her colonies will be forced
to abandon what has been one of her colonial crowning glories
the production of the finest crystals the world has ever had.
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In last month's Journal of the Jamaica AgTicultural Society
there is published an article descriptive of a new process adopted
in Java in the manufacture of cane sugar. To remove the im
purities held in suspension the juice as it comes from the cane
mill is treated in colonial sugar works, as a rule, with minute,
quantities of lime at a boiling temperature, without separating
the surplus of lime when there is a surplus. It is most danger
ous, says the article from which we quote, not to remove this
surplus, because the lime attacks the glucose, thereby forming
colored combinations. :For this reason carbonation of the juice
by saturating it with carbonic acid was introduced in Java by
several sugar works, with such excellent results that all the more
enterprising sugar producers in the island are adopting the pro
cess. If carbonation is carried on below 140 degrees (Fahren
heit) the glucose is effectually destroyed, and such acids as are
then formed, mostly saccharine acid nnd lactic acid, are colorl~ss



:and do not interfere with the boiling, nor do they give any
-trouble in the centrifugals nor in the crystalization, nor do they

,cause syrups to turn sour.

Om narrative, in last month's issue, left us in Boston. That
noted city of the pilgrim fathers has chang'ed very little in its
general appearance during the past twenty-five years, except
in the district where the great fire swept off nearly every
building. New and massive stores have l'eplaced those that
were then destroyed. But the same narrow and crooked streets
remain, which are not equal to even the present demands of the
constantly-increasing road traffic. The result is, frequent and
annoying blockades of cars and vehicles of every kind. The
new buildings are more lofty, but the higher floors are made
more accessible than formerly, by the very useful elevator,

Among the new process for sugar manufacture in France, says
Sugar Beet, may be mentioned one which claims to reduce the
IT101asses to two per cent. of the total beets worked; the final pro
duct is worthless for sugar extraction by any known method.
It consists in combining with diffusion juices a calculated quan
tity of sJl'ups from first-grade sugar centrifugals; precaution,
however, must be taken to thoroughly alkalinize the syrups be
fore using; this is accomplished by adding a 15 per cent. hot
water baryta solution. The amount of syrup used depends upon
its composition; it should contain about 5 per cent. baryta and
have a volume of 2 to 4 gallons per 100 gallons of the juice to
which it is added. The carbonation methods are as usual.
Graining in pan is in two operations; the first, when the pure
syrups are crystali7-erl; then these are replaced by inferior grade
syrups; tlleir volume should be so calculated that the mother
liquor or final residuum molasses will be the product mentioned
in the foregoing. (The question remains to be determined, is
the process far too complicated to be practical in the hands of the
average sugar experts ~ Futhermore, the usc of baryta in any
form is a risk not to be overlooked, for it is a violent poison, and
a mistake committed mig'ht end to serious consequences).

:0:
Y.AC-,lTION RAMBLES - FOR fTEATJTH .JND

PLE.t8URE.-By THE EDITOR.
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·which is in universal use for persons, and freights of every
kind, the latter being handled now-a-days with a qilarter of the
labor and time formerly required. The Boston Safe Deposit
building is a marvel of ingenuity and security, unsurpassed by
anything of the kind in the world. Not a door nor a lock can be
touched during the night, without an alarm being sounded at
the police station and other points, from which detectives would

instantly be summoned.
Boston prides itself on its new and spacious public library,

which combines some of the best modern conveniences that have
been devised for these great popular resorts. Its collection of
books and periodicals is one of the largest and most valuable
in the conntry. It was here that the now famous Bacchante
statue sought a resting place to adorn the entrance to this edifice,
but was rudely tnrned out into the cold, as unfit to grace a tem
ple devoted to literature, science and art. Even the commis
sioners of Oentral Park in New York declined to accept the
offer of both Bacchante and Pan to be located in that great

popular resort.
The "subway" or underground viaduct is one of the latest

improvements in Boston deserving notice. It is the excavation
of a roadwa)' nnder Tremont street, commencing opposite the
Boston Common, for the nse of the electric car service. It
extends for perhaps a mile undergronnd, and then emerges in
the open, thns relieving the Broadwa)' of Boston of all surface
trmmvays. The entrance is ·within the Common enclosure, and
very accessible for passengers going or returning'. Though more
expensive in its construction than an elevated railway, it is far
preferable' when once cqmpleted, for crowded sections of large
cities, like Boston and New York

Probably the greatest changes noticeable about Boston are
in the snb111'bs, extending from five to twenty miles distant.
These snlmrban towns have berollle the residence of Boston's
bnsiness men, and as electric and steam cars run out to them
ull, they are qnitc a('ressible, anclreached in from ten to twenty
millntes from the varions (lepots. The,v are provi(le(l with fine
macadam streets aIHl sidewalks, elertric lights, and clear water
from the nll1l1erons powls and lakes in the neighborhood. S0111e

, 'of these residenees are ycry lwalltiflll, with ample gronnds of
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several acres, surrounded with flower and fruit gardens, which
in the summer at least make very attractive resorts.

All true Bostonians cherish the memory of former generations,
~nd with commendable pride point to Fanuel Hall (the "cradle
of liberty"), the old Sonth Chnrch, the Town Hall, and other
ancient edifices-monnments of revolutionary days-to be pre
served and unharmed, even by the hand of time. Volumes have
been written describing the many places of interest in and around
Boston, and it is needless here to refer to them in detail.

Leaving Boston, after nearly a week's sojourn, we started
homeward by the Shoreline Railway, via Providence, New
Haven, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and \Vashington,
making) bnt three stolJpages in the ronte. Having been a resi
dent of New York city for three years, a half centnry ago, the
changes noticed there were many and vNy.striking. Great
structures peer npward like shot-towers, from every part of the
city. Fifty years ago, when approaching the city from any
direction, the first landmark noticeable in it was the tall spire
of Trinity Chnrch, at the hea.d of Wall street. N ow it is
dwarfed and overshadowed by two or three high structnres near
by, one of "which is twenty-fonr stories in height. There can
not be less than ono hlmdred of theso "sky-scrapers" now in that
city, with more to come. The streets of lower New York suffer
from frequent blockades as much or more than Boston, and
the remedy is yet to bc fonnd. But Broadway demands a sub
way, which will in time be constructed, a.s no other mode is
practicable. :l\Ionths might be spent by visitors to advantage
in this, now the second largest city of the "world, Imt time could
not be spared by the "writer on this occasion.

,Yashington is also a city full of attractions for a strang'er,
and a half day spent there was altogether too short for visits
to its numberless attractions. ,Ve can only refer to one-per
haps its best, as it is its grandest-the new Congressional Library.
To give an adequate idea of it in a paragl.'aph or a page is quite

"impossible. Yet we must note a few first impressions. It is a
very conspicuous, grand Imildillp:, standing on a fine site, which
alone cost over a half million dollars. It is built of white granite
and marble, and far sui'passes in its appearance at a distance,
the Halls of Congress, which it faces. A be1:1:01; site could not
have been chosen. It is nllqnestionably the finest and most
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gorgeous building in America. Its cost was nearly six millions
of dollars, and yet it was completed with some three hundred
thousand dollars under the estimate and appropriation made for
it. The dome is said to be the largest in the world, having over
10,000 feet surface.

In the rotunda reading room, provision has been made for
seating 250 persons, each at a separate desk. The arrangements
for obtaining books when called for, are novel and very ex
peditious. In the center of this large room is the librarian's desk,
and here applications for books are made. These are ordered
by telephone message sent to the section or room where the
book is kept, and, if in its place, it is sent by a traveling tray.
All this is done in a. few minutes. OongTess is supplied in the
same way, only that the books ordered by congressmen are sent
through an underground tunnel, three feet in diameter, worked
by electricity, somewhat on the plan of a pneumatic tube.
This library of Oongress ranks sixth in the number of its books,
among the libraries of the world, but it has accommodations
for 4,500,000 volumes, which is more than any other library is
provided for.

But of the building itself, its size, beauty and finish, no one
can forlll an adeqnate idea, unless he visits and inspects for
himself. Polished marble columns, cornices, capitols, arches,
panels, paintings, statues, escutcheons of the states-all executed
ir. the finest style of art. As the visitor enters the building, the
brilliancy and beauty of the scene attracts his attention, and
which ever way he turns, wonder and amazement increases
The ceilings, panels, beams and brackets are all richly polished
or painted, while some are inlaid with mosaic in various colors
and designs. Even the floors are laid in rich mosaic work.
Taken as a whole, it is doubtful whether any building in the
world surpasses the new congressional library in beauty and
gorgeousness. And when it is stated that the entire work has
been performed by American artizans, and most if not all the
material in it is American, the production of such a building
is an honor to America and A~nerican artists.

Of Pittsburg, Ohicago, Omaha, Denver, Oolorado Springs,
Salt Lake Oity and Ogden, all of which places were visited, it
is unnecessary to speak in detail here. They a1.'e centers of enter
prise and wonderful growth and activity, which have sprung
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THE BEET SUGAR ENTERPRD;;E fiT LEHI, UTfiH.

up during the last half century, and each has its attractions to
those interested in them by business or residence. They show
that what was once prairie or desert land, may be redeemed by
the land of industry, and that all the broad expanse from the
Atlantic to the shores of the Pacific may be made to blossom
like the rose, and bear fruits not surpassed by the valley of

Eshcol.

A few facts gathered d111'ing our recent visit to the United
States and a short stop-off at Lehi, Utah, may be of interest to
the readers of the ::\Ionthly. Utah is the last place which a
stranger would have selected for the estahlishment of a heet
sugar factory, yet the results ohtained from this first vent111'e in
that State, show the sagacity of those who originated it. Lehi
is situated in a broad valley, some forty miles south of Salt I,ake
City, the :;Uormon headquarters and present capitol of the State.
The beet factory is quite a larg'e stone huilrling lopated neal' the
railway track, and in the centre of the beet growing district,
which extends several miles in each direction. .As our train ap
proached it, trains of cars filled with clean white beets were
passed, these beets not being' raise(l in one large fielcl, hut on
different farms, some growers having onl~' an acre 01' two, others
quite large fielck The average priee paid this year varied he
tween three and a half and fo111' dollars. Complaints were made
hy some growers, that the priee was too low, and that unless they
were hetter paid, they wOllle! not. plant next ~·ear. This matter
of the priee paid for beets ollght to be adjllsted, so that the
growers shall receive a fail' compensation, gra(lllated on the sac
charine strength of the jllice. The 'Vatson \·i11e faetory eon
tracts on an nvcrage qllality of the heets, and pays fo111' (lo]]:m:
per ton to a]] alike: This wOlll(l seem t.o he the fairest system to
adopt. 'Vhen the weather is pleasant at Lehi, there is generally
no lack of beets to keep the factory steadily at work, hut in lln
settled weather, the contrary occurs at times.

Besides the sugar extracted from the heets, the pulp, 01' what
cnne men would call the trash, is saved and stored for the fee(ling
of cattle and hogs. For either of these animals beet plllp is
found to he the hest feed to bc hall, :111(1 the pork and beef of

..
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such pulp-fed animals is said to be the best in the market. It
is also found good for milch cows and for sheep. So that not
only the beets are valuable for their sugar contents, but their
pulp all comes into use. This fact should be taken into consid
eration in bargaining with the beet growers.

, A few days prior to our visit in Utah, Secretary "Wilson of the
U. S. Agricultural Department was in Lehi, and in an interview
with the editor of the Salt Lake Tribune expressed himself very
much pleased with what he saw. At this place only, in the
United States, the raising of mother beets and the gathering of
choice beet seed has been systematically carried on. Regarding
the raising and caring for beet seed, Secretary -Wilson said:
"The Lehi beet factory is the only concern in the United States
that does anything like this; in fact no other manufactory suc
ceeds in such an attempt. The others depend on the imported
seed for their crops. I discover that here you have laid up about
300 tons of hereditary seed beets for next year. ,Yhen the time
comes for planting they can be tested by chemical analysis, those
showing the highest percentage of saccharine matter being used
for the production of the crop and the others turned in the fac
tory process. There is a considerable surplus of these seeds every
year in Utah and I shall make arrangements to purchase all of
that s1ll'plus at the market value for the Government Experiment
Stations as well as for distribution. By testing the qualities of
those first samples of American seed with the imported stock a
valuable discovery will have been made. Such a result as might
he brought about by a step of this nature had not occurred to me
at all until I st.umbled on actual American seed right here in the
State of Utah, so you see my visit to this section has been more
profitable than I had eym' anticipated. Therefore the possibili
ties of one day's stay here may mean the practical demonstration
by the Government that the American beet seed is not only
superior 01' equal in grade to German or French importation, but
certainly cheaper in cost to the grower. 1£ this can be substan
tiated, it will g'o toward proving my theory that the raising of
sl;gar beets on all of the arable lands of the ,Yest now producing
the ordinary cereals can be accomplished with more profit than is
derived from othcr crops. This industry will be enco1ll'aged
throughout the 'Vestern States. There are thousands of acres
in Utah that will yield a profit if the heet is so cultivated. 1£
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fLI1Y,clJl.1N8 .'18 OlYNFJR8 Ofi' RN1L EST.-iTE.

The ccnsus returns report that the numher of pure Hawaiians
owning real estate have inereased in six years from 3,271 to
3,905, or 22 per cent. although, durinI" the same period, that
class of our population .had decreased 10 per ccnt. In the same
time, the part-native owners of real cstate had increascd from
305 to 722 or 83 per ccnt., while their own numhers had in

creased 37 per cent.
During the same six years the 15,Hll Portuguese, having

multiplied 7G per ccnt, had increased their real estate holdings
87 per cent. having in all 438, or little more than onc-fomth of

t·
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the demand becomes general for the American seed it means a
big thing for Utah."

The secretary is very enthusiastic in whatever he undertakes,
and is doing a good work in distributing beet seeds throughout
the Union, and encouraging farmers to plant sugar beets, and
haye them tpsted as l'f~pLrds tlwir saccharine quality. But w)len
hE predicts (as has been reported) that within ten years the
United States will not only produce all the sugar consumed in it,
but will have a surplus for export, he draws a very long bow,
which will fall short of the mark. It is well to be hopeful and
to encourage others in every good work, but there is such a thing
as "haste makes waste," even if the present liberal proteetive
tariff can be maintained for tllat period. It must not be forgot
ten, however, that the beet sugar business is a co-operative one,
with the factory company or owners on one side and the beet
gTowers or farmers on the other. The interests of the two par
ties ought to be same, but unfortunately they are not. The beet
growers depend on contracts made annually with the factories,
and each wants all he can get. If the contracts can be made at
four dollars per ton fOl~ beets of twelve or thirteen or more per
cent. sucrose, as the \Yatsonville factory does, everything will
go on swimmillgly; Imt if the policy of the factory men is to
force the farmers to sen their heets for less than they are worth,
the beet Imsiness will grow very slowl.". Bear in mind that beet
sugar making is a strictly co-operative business, with the odds
against the farmer, who will demand his just share of the profits,
or return to grain cultivation.
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THE TREA.TilfENT OF' 8KIJHIlNU8, 8ET'l'LING8
.fiND MAOERA'rFJD JUICE.

EDITOR PLA1\'TJmS' :i\IoxTHLY: - It should be a well
recognized principle that sugar solutions of a hig'h purity should
not be contaminated by being mixed with solutions of a low
purity. The different grades of molasses, syrups and juices,
should be kept separate as much as possible, just as the various
grades of sugar are kept separate; and just as the manufacture
of tollace-a, cloth, iron in fact all that begins with a raw and
turn out a manufactured product, should keep the various
grades, both of raw material and finished product separate, the
one from the other.

This fundamental conception is thus brought to notice, be
cause of our seeming disregard of it in our practical sugar-house
work. For example, it is well known that the macerated juice
coming from the last set of rollers of a powcrful crushing plant,
is much less p1ll'e than that from the first rollers, also that the
former is much more liable to ferment than the latter; llever-
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what the Hawaiians possess in proportion to their relative num

bers.
These statistics from the census furnish an effectual refuta-

tion of the slander so widely repeated in America, that the whites
have robbed the natives of their lands. 'With such robbery the,
Americans have been especially charged. The precise statistics
now show that out of the 6,327 owners of real estate in the Ha
waiian Islands, 4,717, or over 74 per cent. are Hawaiians and
part Hawaiians, although they form only 37 per cent. of the
whole population. Allowing five to a family, neady one-half of
the natives live in their own houses. Is not this a much larger
percentage of owners of lands and dwellings than can be found

in any other country?
The holdings of the common people have been much increased

dnring the past few years under an efficient Homestead purchase
system, for whose creation amI operation President Dole de
serves the chief credit, having labored for it many years before
1JC(~0111inp; President. The natives and others are now enabled
to purchase tracts of Government land on extremely easy terms.

-The Friend.



TABLE I.-Resume of Averages.
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Cane Cutter. 470 10.86 11.8 21.2 19.52 91.75 0.44 0.62 3.19 0.247
1st MilL .... 470 10.84 11.6 20.6 18.67 90.52 0.52 0.83 4.47 0.298
2nd Mill ..... 470 10.80 11.1 19.7 16.97 85.89 0.58 1.04 6.14 0.376
Mixed Juices. 470 10.84 11.6 20.5 18.05 88.02 0.51 0.80 4.45 0.311

theless they are mixed and manufactured together, regardless of
the consequences. Again, the skimmings and settlings are
much more impure than the normal clarified juice, they also
ferment with the gl'eatest ease, and yet no attempt is made to
keep the liquor from the presses separate from the rest.

No claim is made that the idea of separating juic'es of differ
ent purity from each other is new and original. In 1893 Senior
Don Gaston Descamps, a well known manufacturing engineer
in Cuba, published in the Sugar Cane, some very interesting and
valuable data bearing on this point. The analytical figures
covel' a pel'iod of five days, during- which time samples of juice
were taken and analyzed thrice daily from the cane cutter, the
first mill, the second mill, and the mixed juices. Following are
the averages for the period:

Senior De8eamps says: "These observntions have heen care
fn11), verified in order to justity once more the practice, which
we have heen reCOnlllleJHlillg' for years, of not mixing, if possible,
the jnices from separate crushings until they have heen defecated
separately." In closing his very interesting- paper, he says:
"By simply glancing at these tables, amI especially No. Y, it
will be seen that the p11l'ity, acidity and mineral suhstances (ash)
vary in direct ratio to the preSSllre undergone hy the eane, and it
is very clearly cyident that there is a differenee of about five he
tween the plll'it:W of the juiee from the first mill and that from

the second to mix with the forIller ollly the purer jnice from the
is taken to mix with the forIller Oldy the p11l'er juice from the
cane cutter. Is it not, then a 109'ieal and }1raetieal way of work
ing, instead of mixing all tliC jllices as they come from the mills,
to efreet separate (lefeeatiom;, and, as we have imlieted, mix only
the deal' juices after being' treated?"

This ealls to mind the fad that Dr. l\Inxwell in a paper read

QI

I

...
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The data thus far given from different S011l'ces are ample, and
show that the small quantit), of juice comiug from the last set of
rollers in a powerful crushing plant is a great disturbing factor
in subsequent operation, that it lowers the purity of the whole
body of juice and thereby increases the difficulties of manufac
ture.

On page 60 of the reports of this station referred to above, Will
be found a practical suggestion as to the treatment of the set
tliugs and macerated juice, which is, that the juice from the last
set of rollers be mixed with the skimmings and settlings from the
clarifiers, that these be clarified together and passed through the
presses. The above suggestion seems to be a propel' solution of
the difficulty for the following reasons:

i.-The two solutions have approximately the same purity.

before the Louisiana Sugar Planters' Association III 18,95,
touches on this subject in the following words: "vVe now ask
whether we shall not come to. find it advisable, in our large sugar
houses, to divide the juice pressed by our heavy mills into two
grades; each being kept and handled separatelv from the other.
The first 50 pel' cent. or 60 pel' cent. of the juice is notably richer
in sucrose, and much more pure thau the last expression, and a
better grade of sugar, as well as a larger yield would be obtained
from the better juice."

,Ve remember personally, to have heard ~[r. Edson, chemist
at Calumet, I.ouisiana, say in 1892 that it was a question in his
mind whether it paid that factor)' to run its third set of rollers,
considering the small amouut of juice derived therefrom and its
low purity, since this juice had to be mixed with the other large
volume of comparatively p11l'e juicc coming from the first two
sets of mills.

In continuation of this discussion we will refer to the reports
of this station for 1896. On page 52 will be found tables show
ing the difference in p11l'ity of juice coming from different sets
of rollers.

THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.
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Full of
Puirty.

5.47
4.80
5.60
6.40

Second Third
Rolle,... Rollers.

84.02
90.10 88.55
83.40 81.00

73.30
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LOCATION. O1);~:~~.~ti~ll. ofl;;I~~t'i~ll. Pi1~ir:;~,t
G€o. R. Ewart... 100 days 7.0 89.49
W. W. Goodale... 7 months 9.8 93.35
Geo. R. Renton... 1 day 12.15 86.60
Kekaha Mill. .. .. 2 days 21. 0 79.70



Hawaiian Experiment Station.
:0::---

OONOERNING THE USE OIi' Mfl0PJRA'l'ION WA'L'ER.

2.-The excess of lime found in the settlings,or introduced
therein, will aid in clarifying the macerated juice.

3.-The g-reat bulk of impurities of the house is thus brought
togethe'l' when the comparatively small body of liquid can be
treated separately and specially.

4.-All of the low grade juice can be sent through the filter
presses, with but little extra outlay for extra presses.

5.-By paying special attention to the treatment of this mix
ture, the purity can be materially increased.

6.-When the capacity of the house allows the juices thus
separated can be manufactured separately from the normal clm'i
fied juice. It is known that macerated juice and skimmings are
very liable to fermentation, owing to their impurities, and in this
way the great danger of fermentation can be lessened.

J. T.ORAvVLEY,
First Assistant Ohemist.

I..
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EDITOR PLA.1"\'TERS' MONTHLY: - In the August num
ber of Planters' }\{onthly I see an article on the more effective
use of maceration water. By the figl1res ·we are led to under
stand that by using the 3d mill juice over again we get an addi
tional 1i % of the sugar from the cane.

Owing to clerical errors on page 370, we see the figures 95.04
and 93.94. We should read 95.27 and 93.67; this would give
Ui:- 1.6 more extraction; and as the cane contained 16.46 sucrose,
we thus see that the. claim by this process is of very great im
portance. The homogeneity of the cane is assumed. But from
1st mill we notice a difference in the extraction; why should this
be? -In one case 81.86 of sucrose is extracted, in another 81.36.
Suppose we change, these fig-ures over and then add up the ex
tractione.: we see that the difference in favor of this process is
reduced from 1.6 to a .6% extraction; and as the 3d mill juice
does: not enter into the extraction from 1st mill, can we argue
from this fact that the juice was not homogeneous?

I see that the writer argues that it would have required a
22t% maceration, instead of a 130/0 to get similar extraction.
On page 369 he figures out 21,723 Ibs. water would have been

I



required, and then to get the dilution he divides by 98,125.
N OW,\ this 98,125 is the weight of total mill juice, as per page
365 where only 14,130 Ibs. of water was used. It seems to me
if you use more water, and your cane is homogeneous, that your
mill juice will be increased by the difference between 21,723 and
14,130; and so dividing by 105,718, instead of 98,125, we get a
maceration of 20.55 instead of, as he figures, 22.1 roo This is
within working limits, and I see no reason to use an impure and
sour juice to contaminate your sweeter and purer juices.

From the books of practical sugar boilers, I notice that too
much maceration gives an increase in the yield of molasses; and
I would\ expect by using this 3d mill juice over again, to get
similar results. The practical point is: can we say because we
get the sucrose out of the trash, we get it into the sugar bags ~

Several sugar boilers, to whom I have spoken, have tabooed the
idea of using the 3d mill juice. They say "there is sugar in
my waste molasses; I cannot get it out. Here is sugar in the
3d mill juice, but there are other matters there; and so the less
handling of this juice the more likely for me to work out the
sugar it contains, without using it to sour my purer juices and
my having to use more lime to correct acidity, &c." They sa;
"leave bad alone, and don't make bad worse by making more
molasses."

One manager writes me: Seven years ago I used my 3d mill
juice over again; it clogged up my pipes. I discarded it, as I
did not think it did my juice any good.

Then again we notice that when a 14.40/0 maceration is used
the bagasse contains 4.28 sugar, and when a 13 % maceration is
used, (page 370) the bagasse contained 4.48 or .20ro more.
This sugar was extracted by a 1.3ro increase in the maceration.
Now between the sugars in the final bagasse, by analysis, there is
a difference of .81 in favor of this maceration process. If a
1.3% maceration extracts .20 or a quarter of it in same ratio, a
5.2 more maceration would extract the balance. Add 5.2 to
14.1 and you get a 19.3 maceration.

This is theoretical arg'uing, and it either shows the fanacy of
the theory or the non-necessity of using the 3d mill juice over
again.

Again, the diffusive action of the maceration water is increased
to 87.8 from 57 (page 3Gfl) how? Ohcmists are interested in
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R. HODGSON PARKER.
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this matter. What ,are the principles underlying it? In the
juice we have acidity, sugar and water. It is not we are told
the water which gives us this extra extraction. Is it the acidity?
If so; surely all must condemn its use, even though it seems at
first glance of so much importance. Is it that the small quantity
of sugar contained in this 3d juice gave us a 1.60/0 more extrac
tion? If S01 it would be wiser to use the same quantity of 1st
mill juice, on account of its higher purity and less acidity, and
discard the 3d mill juice.

Again, if. this weak solution of 5.01 "Brix" gives us a 1.60/0
more extraction by using a stronger "Brix," we might expect a
higher extraction.

A waiting an opinion from our official chemist on this, the
most important-if important-economic suggestion of the year.

Believe me, yours, &c.

A NETV NINE-ROLLER ]lULL.

The Honolulu Iron 'Vorks of this city have just completed a new
nine-roller mill, ordered for the Honomu Plantation on Hawaii.
This is the first nine-roller mill of the kind ever manufactured at
this establishment. It has been set up in the building, and
those interested in seeing what powerful machinery is required
to crush cane, will do well to visit the establishment on Queen·
street, where it can be inspected for a few days. As a epecimen
of heavy machinery and fine workmanship, it is well worth a
visit. The nine large rollers are each 32 by 60 inches, and every
part of the work shows what strength and ponderous weight is
required for the extraction of juice from the cane. In its manu
facture, none but the best of refined iron and steel is used, and
no expense has been spared to make this the most perfect mill
ever built in these islands. The mill includes also the cane and
trash carriers, needed iii the service, and these are also of the
most approved make.

Such a mill as this-the most perfect model now used in the
manufacture of cane sugar, is a credit to our mechanics, and
shows what Hawaiians can do in this line. More than half
of the hands employed in this establishment are native Haw
aiians affording proof that under proper training they are capa
ble"of doing as good work as Americans or Europeans.



EDITOR PLANTERS' MONTHLY:

There are four prime factors on which the most successful
results of the application of fertilizers must depend: the charac
ter of the composition of the material to be used, the quantity
to be applied, that is, the rate of application, the nature of the
soil on which the application is to be made. Last, the crop to
be g~own, the influence of each of these factors, the bearing of
each on the practical results and the use of the fertilizer, will
be separately considered.

First, the character of the material to be used. \Ve must take
it for granted that the material is a complete fertilizer, that is,
that it. contains the three essentials of plant nutrition, nitrogen,
phosphoric acid and potash. In the event of either of these
materials being absent, the pmticulars of the application do not
apply, and may be omitted from the practice recommended.

The most important consideration in this connection is the
fact that crops utilize food, only in the form of solution. Any.
thing', therefore, influencing the solubility of the material, or
the degree with which it passes into or remains in solution, is of
vital importance in controlling the use of the fertilizer. Nitro
gen, phosphoric acid and potash, are each affected differently by
the factors controlling the solution.

Nitrogen, in the form of mineral salts, nitrate of soda and
sulphate of ammonia is perfectly soluable and therefore, if ap
plied to the soil in quantities in excess of the immediate demands
of the crop, a portion, becoming solvent in the soil waters, passes
into the drainage waters and escapes beyond the reach of the
crop. Other forms of nitrogen are slow in action and solubility,
while the so-called "combined" nitrog'en, is insoluble, so much
so as to be useless as a plant food. The more immediately ayail
able, the more valuable is any fertilizer material, and among
nitrogen forms, the nitrate stands first in this respect. The
practical precaution in their use, based on the facts stated is the'
division of the total nitrogen application during the growing
season, cultivating and hoeing in each application by itself.

Phosphoric acid exists in their different forms, each with a
different composition and degree of solubility. Either form
may be applied without fear of loss by leaking. The inverted,
or half-soluble form, is the most economical f6rm of application,
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"inasmuch as it is less costly than the soluble, but it is equally
available to most crops.

Potash is least affected by conditions affecting losses in the
fertility of the soil. ·Whatever the form of the application
ashes or potash is acted upon by soil constitutents to form stable
compounds, comparatively insoluble in soil matters, though
soluble and available to the crop. This property is not influ
enced by form of combination? oxide sulphate and muriate be
ing equally affected.

Soluble silicates of potash are the forms chiefly assumed by
the soil; and this fact has a IrlOSt important bearing' on the
details of application. The more sandy the soil, the greater the
degree of this combination, because the more silica is available.
Thns the soil most suhject to the loss of nitrogen is absolutely
free from a similar loss of the potash applied.

The quantity of fertilizer to be applied hears directly on the
method of application to be followed. On general principles
there is hut one best method to be followed in the application of
fertilizers, bnt couditions modify the character of the best itself.
Broad cast snrface application and thorough mincing with the
entire snrface soil, is the method to be insisted upon and fol
lowed, where the best general results are to be expected and the
improving' of the conditions of the soil one of the conditions to
be aimed at. ·Where however, the mere feeding of the individ
ual crop and the greatest immediate retm'n from the minimum
application is the object, small quantities must be depended upon
for results, and local or furrow application must be adopted. In
this event care mnst be taken that the fert;ilizer is mixed with the
soil before the seeel is planted, or the germination will be pre
vented, by contact with the corrosive fertilizer. This method
by concentrating the entire action of the plant food near the
young plants, gives the crop a start and renders the fertilizer all
accessihle to this crop, to the detriment of fnt11l'e crops and the
improvement of the soil.
. The character of the soil must exert influence upon the meth

od of application. The chief effect thus exerted, is that al
ready described under the action of the three food essentials,
and is the immediate result of the absorptive juice of the soil,
nntil utilized by the crop, though nitrogen is lost by leaking,
sandy soils being the most subject to both these losses; the state
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SUGAR BOUNTIE8 AND THETR INFDUENOE.

Boston, l\£ass., U. S. A.
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By Dr. H. W. Wiley.

A subject now attracting widespread attention in our country
is that of the bounties paid by foreign countries on exports of
sugar. The discussions upon this question have emphasized the
fact that the natnrc and magnitude of these bounties are but
little understood by our people; and, aq Congress has under
consideration a revision of the Tariff, in 'which the import ta..."{es
au sngar form one of the principal items, a brief explanation
of the issne at the present time may not be inopportune.

The bounties paid to sngar producers are of two classes: direct
and indirect. The former is illustrated by the McKinley law
of 18DO, which provideR for a premium to be paid on all sugar
made from domestic sonrces. The indirect bounty-also de
signed to promote domestic production-provides for a eh'aw
back on taxes paid, .for a partial remission of taxes, or for a
direct preminm on the amonnt of sngar exported. This bounty
is burdened with a featnre which has proved most troublesome.
I refer to the provision for a direct tax, computed on the' basis
of the legal yield of sugar from beets, fixed at a given per
centage. Under this system any excess of production over the
legal yield escapes taxation, wholly or in part.

It is impossible within a short space to discuss the question of
bounties in aU its bearings. I shaU, therefore, consider only the
premiums or bounties paid by the German and French govern
ments on exported sugars.

The German law now in force became effective on :May 2D,

of fertility of the soil also influences the manner of application,
with fertile lands the advisability of broad cast application being
diminished. The crop supplied with .nutriments, must be con
sidered in its relations to the details of fertilizer application.
Crops on which potash is supposed to he preferable to 'muriate,
may receive applications of the latter with equal advantage, if
the application is made at a propel' time. Other materials
should not be applied until actually required by the crop.

ALLEN ERIC.
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1896. This law, in so far as it relates to premiums on exported
sugar, is as follows:-

"Section·77. When sugar in quantities of at least 500
kilograms is exported, or deposited in public or private ware
houses under official control (bonded warehouses), and not in
tended for domestic consumption, it is entitled to the following
direct premiums: .

(a). Raw sugar of at least 90 per cent. purity, and refined
sugar under 98 per cent. purity, 2.50 marks per 100 kilograms
(0.269 cent per pound).

(b). Loaf sugar and all sugars in pure white blocks or cubes
of at least 99.5 per cent. purity, 3.55 marks per 100 kilograms
(0.383 cent per pound).

(c). For all other sugars of at least 98 pel' cent. purity,
3.00 marks per 100 kilograms (0.324 cent per. pound).

Section 79. The Bundesrath is authorized to lower or
abolish the above premiums when other countries paying boun
ties on exported beet sugars lower or abolish them.

Section 80. The tariff on imported sugars of all kinds,
solid and liquid, is 40 marks per 100 kilograms (4.32 cents
per pound)."

The French law now in force bears date of April 7, 1897,
and was promulgated in the "Journal Officiel" of April 8, 1897.
Its provisions relating to direct bounties on exported sugars
are these:-

"(a). Unrefined sugars, granular or in small crystals, of at
least D8 per cent. polarization for beet sugars, and 97 per cent.
for colonial cane sugars, the polarization. being made before
the deduction of loss during refining', receive a bounty of 5
francs per 100 kilograms (0.35 cent per pound) of pure sugar
contained therein. When, however, sugars of this category
are so pure that they polarize not less than 99.75 per cent., they
.are entitled at their full weight to the rate of bounty enjoyed
by exported unrefined sugars.

(b). Raw sugars polarizing from 65 to D8 per cent. for beet
sugars and from 65 to 97 per cent. for colonial cane sugars
receive for each 100 kilograms of pure sugar contained therein,
3 francs 50 centimes (0.31 cent per pound).

(c). Rock crystal sugars (candied sugars) are entitled to a
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bounty of 4 francs 50 centimes (0.39 cent per pound) per 100
kilograms of pure sugar.
. (d). Refined sugars in loaves or blocks, perfectly white,

hard, and dry, 4 francs 50 centimes pel~ 100 kilog-rams (0.39
cent per pound).

(e). Powdered sugars, for each 100 kilograms of pure sugar
therein, 4 francs 50 centimes (0.39 cent per pound).

(f). Refined sugars in grains or crystals polarizing at· least
98 per cent., 4 francs per 100 kilograms (0.35 cent per pound).
,\Then the sugars of, this last category polarize 99.75, they will
be considered as pure refined sugars and will be entitled to n

bounty at their full ,veight without any deduction whatever."
It is important to note in connection with these laws, especial

ly the French, that indirect bounties on export sugar are secured
by a duplex system of taxation-a tax on the domestic industry,
and one on importations. In all the sugar-producing countries
of Enrope the domestic sugar industry is highly taxed. In
each of these, however, the duties levied on importations are
invariably higher than the tax on domestic production. The
object of this is to secure the consumption of domestic sugars,
and practically to exclude those of foreign origin. The wisdom
of such a fiscal policy cannot be discussed here. A glance at
the rate of consumption, however" in the principal European
countries will show how the high taxes on sugar, both internal
and at the frontier, tend to restrict its consumption. to a
minimum. .

The annual pCI' capita consumption of sugar in Germany is
about 27 pounds; in France, 31 pounds; in Russia, 11 pounds;
in Austria, 20 pounds; in England, 86 pounds; and in the
United States, 63 pounds. In other words, the rate of con
sumption per head is almost inversely proportional to the rate of
tDxation.

It is difficult to compute exactly the magnitude of the in
direct bounties which accrue to the exporter by reason of this
system of taxation. In France the rate of domestic ta..xation
is based on the supposition that the yield of pure sugar is. 7.75
per cent. of the weight of the beets. Whatever is produced
in excess of this amount escapes all or a. part of the internal
tax, and in this way receives an indirect hounty. The amount
of this indirect bounty, therefore, varies with the yield of sugar
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per ton. For instance, if the yield of refined sugar be 11 per
cent., the indirect premium is 8 francs 18 centimes per 100
kilograms (0.72 cent per pound); if 10 per cent., 6 francs 75
centimes per 100 kilograms; if 9 per cent., 4 francs 17 cen
times per 100 kilograms (0.36 cent per pound). If, however,
the manufacturer waive all claim to premiums over the legal
yield, he is guaranteed a fixed premium of 4 francs 15 centimes
per 100 kilograms (0.36 cent per pound) on all the refined
sugar produced. It is fair to assume that the annual amount
of premium on all production in excess of the legal yield will
be "about the mean between the above-mentioned extremes;
i. e., 6 francs 75 centimes per 100 kilogl'ams (0.59 cent per
pound) on refineci sugar.

In order that a government may be enabled to pay either a
direct or an indirect bounty, the funds must necessarily be ob
tained by a tax on the sugar consumed. All fiscal leg'islation
which provides for direct or indirect bounties must, therefore,

,"
I
I
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ease on a tax on tIe omestic consnmption; and t 18 tax must
be porportionate to the magl1itnde of snch consumption. It is
evident that the funds available for this indirect bounty depend
upon the ratio between the total prodnction and consnmption.
In France the selling price of sugar for domestic consumption is
determined by the dnty on imports. If the manufacturer could
dispose of his total product for home consnmption, the amount
of profit would be equal to the difference between the internal
tax and the tariff on foreign sugars. Now, if to this profit we
add that accruing from the excess of the actnal over the legal
yield (7.75 per cent. of pure sngar), we shall see that the manu
facturer has two gTeat sources of revenne; viz., (1) the difference
between the internal and the tariff taxes; and (2) the rebate in
internal tax arising from the excess of yield; this rebate alone
being regarded as the trne bounty. The total amonnt of sugar
yielded in excess of that fixed by law varies with the richness of
the beet in saccharine matter, and the efficiency of the process of
manufacture; conseqnently only an approximate estimate of the
profits obtained in this way can be made.

The excess of prodnction over consumption mnst either be
carried as stock on hand or ,exporteel. The immediate purpose
of the direct preminm is to force this snrplns into the export



trade by offering it to other sugar-producing nations at less than
cost price, or at least at a price lower than that of rival dealers.
The consumer in the country whence the sugar is exported not
only pays the freight; but also makes a contribution to the family
expenses of the purchaser. Fortunately, in the United States,
taxes are not yet levied for the support of private families in
other countries.

During the past twelve years France has produced 7,985,093
tons of sugar, on which an indirect premium of 653,022;000
francs ($126,033,246) was received,-a mean annual premium
of 54,418,000 francs ($10,502,771). During the same period
Germany produced 14,810,333 tons, on which an indirect pre
mium of 263,444,000 francs was paid ($50,844,692),-an annual
premium of 21,954,000 francs ($4,237,058). The quantities
mentioned above are expressed in metric tons, equivalent to
2204.6 pounds each. In Austria the maximum of the indirect
premium is fixed by law. From 1888 to 1896 the annual rate
was 5,000,000 :florins ($2,023,000). Last year the ma..-ximum
amount of premiums allowed by the Austrian government ,vas
9,000,000 florins ($3,641,000), and for this year the same sum
is given.

The effect of the premium On export of sugar is twofold. In
the first place, it stimulates domestic production in the country
in which the premium is paid, by sccuring a larger market for
the sugar produced. The high taxes in Oontinental countries
restrict the home consumption, and, unless an outlet be found,
the limit of the industry is soon reached. By reason of the high
premimn received, exporters are enabled to undersell in the
markets of the world those whose sugars are grown without the
stimulus of a direct or indirect bounty. In the second place,
the effect of the premiums on exported sugar is to cheapen its
cost to the consnrilers in non-producing countries, whercby the
consumption in those countries is increased. The effect of the
bounties is sccn chiefly in England, which, ill proportion to its
population, is the largest sugar-consuming country in the world.
Englan<llevies no import <luty on sngar; conseqnently, the priee
of sugars in the London market is not suhjeet solcly to the law of
suplily an<l drll1all<l, hut is cheaprited in direct proportion to the
amount of premiums paid hy Continental conntries. The re
sult has been one of which, upon the whole, the English people
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:have had no reason to complain. But, on the, other hand, the
English s-ugar-refiners and the British sugar-producing colonies
have been practically ruined by the Continental system of boun
ties. Indeed, so great has been the distress produced thereby
that, on various occasions, Parliament has seen fit to investigate
the subject; and Parliamentary committees have not only de
bated upon it in London, but one such committee has recently
visited all the principal colonial centres of sugar production.

In this country the effect of the Continental bounties is be
ginning to be seriously felt; and the situation has lately been
rendered more acute by reason of the difficulties in Cuba, which
island in the past has been our natural source of supply. The
war has reduced the Cuban production, in round numbers, from
1,000,000, to 100,000 tons; and, by i.·eason of the great plethora
of sugar in Oontinental Europe, caused by the application of the
bouilty system, almost the "whole of this deficit has been drawn
from beet sugar producing countries. It is safe to say that, at
the present rate of consumption, our annual importation of beet
sugar amounts to 800,000 tons,-an increase of 700,000 tons in
tlnee years.

In formulating the revenue bill now before Congress the
European bounty system must be considered. The principal
difficulty involved in this hill lies in harmonizing confl.!cting
interests of the producer and the refiner. By retaining the
obsolete system of valuing sugars according to the Dutch stand
ard of color, however, this difficulty is only ilicreased. One
hundred years ago, when the Dutch colonies produced cane sugar
in a uniform manner by the same process of manufacture, the
<lharacter of the sugar was rather definitely determined by its
eolor. But modern systems of manufacture have rendered such
tests absolutely worthless. 'the retention of this standard in
om; customs duties is the "open sesame" to favoritism and every
eonceivable fraud.

Another complication arises from a desire on the part of our
sugar-refiners'to levy at least a large portion of the duty accord
ing to the value of the sugar imported. The effect of such a
system of valuation may be readily demonstrated by taking as
an example the French sugars, on which the export premium
is about one cent a pound; the actual price of the sugar being
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diminished by that amonnt. This means that the total a,mount
of duty received by us on this sugar would be at least 40 per
cent. below the amount collected, if the bounty paid by France
were abolished. By reason of the great difficulty in fixing the
amount of duty on sugar produced under si.1Ch a complicated

. fiscal system as that which now obtains in France, an attempt
to levy a countervailing duty equal in amount to the export
premiums would not be an adequate security. Such an attempt
would be followed by endless litigation; and meanwhile the
revem~es would suffer. An excess of duty equal to any direct
bounty could easily be determined; bnt the amount of indirect
premium would still vary from year to year with the changing
conditions in the conntry where the sngar was produced. Even
in the case of Austria, with its fixed maximnm premium, it would
be difficult to adjust a countervailing dnty, nnl~ss the quantity
of sugar exported annually were always the same. 1£ all sys
tems of bounty on export were abolished, and the anachronistic
Dntch Rtandard of color put aside, it would be possible to levy
and collect a perfectly fair .acl raZorcln import dnty.

In the present state of our finances the collection of a duty
on imported sugars is necessary; and all classes of political econ
omists, whether protectionists or free-traders, can agree upon this
point. It is nmv the duty of the people of this country to de
mand (1) the abrogation of the obsolete, unscientific, and
erroneous Dutch standard color-test; and (2) that, pending the
abolition of all premiums on exports, the duties on all imports
be levied specifically, and upon their sugar content alone. The
polarizcope affords a speedy and accurate measure of the value
-of every cargo of sngar, and, when us~d under proper scientific
safeguards, secures a perfectly honest and fair valuation, which
everybody can comprehend, and which does absolute justice

to all.
The problem of foreign sugar bounties sho:uld not be difficult

to .solve. The natnre and amount of these bonnties, in the t,vo
principal sugar-producing countries of Enrope, have been
pointed out. ,Vc have in the United States a gTowing sugar
industry, especially in beets. There is no reason why this in
dustry should not expand rapidly until a large part, if not all,
of the sugar consumed in the United States, is of domestic
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origin. At present, a little less than one-sixth of "the whole
amount consumed is made at home. The experience of Euro
pean countries points out the course we oug'ht to pursue in re
gard to this great agricultuial industry. The import duty on
sugar should be just sufficient to raise the needed amount of
revenue and to secure a moderate protection for our planters.
"V\Te should never follow the erroneous policy of attempting
to raise revenue by directly taxing production, and at the same
time levying an equally hig'h duty on imports; for such a pro
cedure would only diminish the consumption of sugar, by reason
of its rapid advance in price. It is quite certain that the actual
cost price of making sugar hereafter will rarely rise above three
cents a pound; and the cost of the refined article to the con
sumer should never go beyond five cents a pound. This dif
ference would leave a sufficient margin for the legitimate profits
of transporters, refiners, and grocers.

The refining interests of our country already command such
expert technical skill, such methods and machinery, as to enable
them to take care of their own business without any favors from
Oongress. Legitimate profits in refining sugar can be easily
s(:cured without the unreliable discrimination in color made
possible by the Dutch standard, and without the aid of any
differential duty on refined s11gar, or any coniplicated method
of levying duties on imported sugars.

Unless the, other sugar-producing countries of the world take
some restrictive action, it is hard to say where the policy which
is now controlling Emopean producers '.vill lead them. Instead
of diminishing, we see the premiums on exports increasing.
France has met the direct hounty offered by Germany, and is
prepared to go further, Other sugar-producing countries in
Europe are clamoring for the same dep;ree of support fmnished
by Germany and France. Unless an end is put to this merry
war, it may go on until sugar can be delivered in I~ondon at
simply the cost of transportation, or at a still lower figme.

It is not my purpose to discuss here the disastrous effects
which such a comse will cventually produce among' the Conti
nental nations of Em'ope. It is sufficient to consider. it in re
lation to our own policy, in order to ascertain how it will affect
our interests. It is certain that the laws now g'overning the
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sugar industry in Europe, unless met by proper countervailing
duties, will check and eventually destroy that department of
our agricultural industry which is so eagerly turning its attention
to the production of sugar. Our legislators need, therefore,
regard only the open facts, and, rejecting all other influences,
consider those alone which aim at the raising of revenue and the
legitimate protection of our agricultural interests. In this way
they will eventually be able to establish a fiscal policy which
will be perfectly just to all parties concerned.

:0:
OOFFEE OUL1'IVATION.

(By O. Shelton, in the "AgTicultural Gazette" of New
South Wales.)

:M:y attention having been drawn to a paragraph adverting
to a sample of co·ffee having been forwarded to' the Department
of Agriculture from the Olarence River district, as an ex-Oeylon
coffee planter, I felt interested in the fact that coffee could be
produced in New South ,Vales, and called upon :Hr. ,V. S.
Oampbell-of the Department-who was kind enough to show
me the sample, which, though only partly cnred, being in the
"parchment"-which, together with the silver skin have to be
removed before it would be considered a marketable commodity
-goes to prove that a fair quality of coffee can be grown in
the colony. The bean seems full, and of a tolerably good color;
so far as I can judge it would fetch from 6Gs to 70s per cwt. in
the London market; were it cured in "plantation style" it might
realize from 20 to 25 pel' cent. mOore. The question to be solved
is, what yield per acre can be obtained from the plant in the
latitude of the district where the sample was produced, for coffee
i.~ indubitably a tropical product and requires plenty of heat and
moistnre. "Vhat I am afraid will be found most detrimental to
the successes of coffee in this colony are the frosts that even in
the most northern parts of the colony are occasionally ex
perienced. In Oeylon I once saw a field of coffee killed right out
by one night, slight. frost; it was at a very high altitude-about
5,000 feet-and it must have been of very rare occurrence, for
the t.rees were ten or twelve years old when they were bitten.
However, if that difficulty can be snrmount.ed alidlabor obtained
at a reasonable figlue, the coffee would have to yield from 50 to .
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60 bushels of "cherry" coffee per acre-equal to about 6 cwt.
per acre, or about i pound of clean coffee per tree-to pay
working expenses and leave a fair profit.

To the intending planter a few hints from seventeen years'
experience at coffee-growing may not be amiss. Ohoose, if pos
sible, land naturally drained, a gentle slope is preferable, so that
surface water will not lie and sour the soil. Good friable soil,
of course, is a desideratum; it need not necessarily be very deep,
as coffee is a surface feeder. Avoid cold, wet clay subsoil, as
immediately the tap root reaches such a subsoil the tree will be
observed to decline and ultimately die of what Oeylon planters
used to technically term "wet feet;" the only cure for it is sub
soil draining, and that runs into a lot of money. The land ob
tained, the 'next thing is to make a nursery. Olear a piece,
sufficient to raise plants for the area yoil intend to open, 'which,
planted at 6 ft. by 6 ft., runs to about 1,200 plants to the acre.
Trench the ground and lay it out in beds, as you would a vege
table garden. Procure some coffee in the "cherry"-a bushel
of cherry coffee will yield somewhere about 30,000 seeds,
sufficient to plant about 25 acres-and pulp it by squeezing be
tween the fingers, plant the seeds in the prepared beds, 9 in. by
9 in. apart, with just a covering of earth over them. ,Vater
every morning and evening, unless it rains, and continue to do
so until the plants are three inches above ground, and after
wards should the weather be dry, give them a good watering
every alternate evening or so. Meantime, while the plants in the
nursery are coming on, your land is supposed to be in process
of being cleared. Let the logs that have not been consumed by
the fire remain on the ground; stumping is also unnecessary,
as there is no ploug'hing to be done. Get some thousands of
pegs cut, about 15 in. long; with these and a lining rope, (an
ordinary clothes line will answer), marked at every 6 ft. with
a piece of rag let into the twist, proceed to mark off your ground
in parallel lines 6 feet apart. Keep your lines as straight as
possible, by using three ranging rods, or wadd sticks, as they are
usnally called here. You will find the benefit of having your
trees in straight lines afterwards in working the place; besides,
nothing looks so bad as an irregularly lined field of coffee. It
maybe sometimes found necessary to cut or roll a log out of the
way in order to get the peg in its proper place. ,Vhen all the
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lining is done, proceed to dig a hole 18 ins. deep, by the same
in width, at each peg, leaving all the soil dug out in a heap, at
the lower side of the hole. Scrape all the surface soil and ashes
left from the burning off into the hole till it is heaped up, as it
will sink considerably, then stick back the peg into the heap to
mark the hole.

After the holing and filling in is finished, seize the opportunity
of the first wet weather to piant out your nursery plants, which
we will suppose, are now five or six mont.hs old, as it will take
about that time to prepare the land for their reception. Lift
each alternate plant, either by pulling them up and carrying
them out of the field in bundles, or, if you have time and labor
to spare, lifting each with a ball of earth at the root and taking
them out to the field on trays of some sort. The latter way is
the best when it can be done, but if you have a large field of 80
to 100 acres to plant up, it takes a lot more labor to do it. Be
sure not to put the plant in too deep, but only to the same depth
that it stood in the nmsery; it is a mistake that is oft.en made to
plant too deep, the leaves gTOW yellow and seem strangled, and
often take a long time to recover. It is a good plan to put the
plant in a little deeper than yon intend to leave it; place the
earth round the roots, then stand with a foot on each side, and
give the plant a steady, gentle pull upwards,-that brings all
the roots straight. If yon have favorable weather probably
most of your plants will come on all right, but there are snre
to be some failures, and filling up vacancies with the plants left
in the nursery should be carried on at every opportunity, this
is whenever you have wet. weather. Planting completed, there
is nothing' much to he done except keeping' the place clear of
weeds, cutting any roads or drains that may be found necessary
and erecting some sort of temporary house accommodation for
self and laborers, which should be of the cheapest, until such
time as you can see how things are going to "pan ant." In
eighteen or twenty months the plants will have grown sufficiently
high to be stopped-that is, cutting the top off the plant at
3 ft. 6 ins. or 4 ft., according to soil aspect; if at all exposed to

wind, the former height is the best. Topping has the effect of
making the tree spread out laterally, covering the ground from
the suI?-, thus tending to prevent the growth of weeds, besides
facilitati~g the gathering of the crop.
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Trees grown in the "native" style-namely, allowed to grow
to their full height-never bear more than haH the crop they
otherwise \\Tould do, having so much useless old wood to sustain,
besides the difficulty of gathering crops from branches eight or
ten feet from the ground. In the third year the 'maiden,' of
£rst crop, generally amounting to 2 cwt. or :3 cwt. per acre, may
be expected, and preparations accordingly will haye to be made
for it by erecting the necessary pulping-house, store, and plat
forms for dr;ying the coffee upon, purchase. of machinery, etc.
I may here state that in selecting a site for the works it is abso
lutely necessary to fix upon one to which it is possible to lead a
stream of water, and, if practical, sufficient to drive a water
wheel, which will he found a very. great convenience and saving
of labor; in fact, if any considm'able area is to be put under
coffee it will be found almost impossible to get throng'h the work
withont one; in any case, the water is indispensable for pnlping
and washing the crop. To give directions for the erection of
the necessary works to be of any practical llSe, is scarcely within
the scope of an article of this sort. Illustrative diagrams would
lu:ve to be given and the most minute details entered into to
make it intelligible to the ordinary understanding. Messrs.
John ,Valker & 00., Bogambra :11:il1s, Kandy, Oeylon, supply
all the machinery necessary on coffee plantations, and if applied
to, I have no donbt will be glad to forward price-lists. A ,Valker
disc pulper, sufficient for the crop to be obtained off 25 or :30
acres of coffee, can be purchased for about £15; laid down in
this colony for about £17 lOs.

In Oeylon and Sonthern India the 11snal estimate for bring
ing coffee into bearing was £20 per acre; that embraces felling,
clearing, planting, and general maintenance til1 the coffee be
gins to yield returns, namely, in the third year after planting.
As previously stated the first or "maiden" crop is usually from
two to three cwt. per acre; it goes on increasing' up to the sixth
year when the tree is snpposed to be in full bearing, when with
good soil and favorable seasons it may yield 10, 12, or even 15
cwt. per acre. Under these c~rcumstances, it is not difficult to
see how paying a speculation coffee growing is, with annual work
ing expenses at £8 or £10 per acre, and London ruling prices
for "plantation" coffee at £5 and sometimes over that, per cwt.
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Unfortunately, results do not always come up to expectations;
the coffee planter, like the farmer, has many· difficulties to con
tend with; white bug and black bug, too much wet or too much
dry weather; scarcity of labor when he most requires it, and,
sometimes, that which is worst of all scarcity of money. How
ever, taking it all in all, the discomfort and hard work is easily
borne when there is a prospect of making a competency, of which
I do not think there can be much doubt should judgment and
Cflre be exercised. It is as easy to lose money at coffee as it is at
almost anything else with a reckless hand at the helm.

:0:---

'PHE LADY BIRDS IN 1lI.tD1LlS, IND1.-l.

At the annual meeting of the United Planters' Association
of Southern India, held at Bm1galore, :Madras, India, Augnst
fl, among other matters discussed, was that of procuring lady
birds for the coffee plantations. The discussion was quite
lengthy, and we quote the remarks of one of the members, which
show the prevailing sentiment on this subject.

"nIl'. H. O. Newport said-In supporting nIl'. Hodgson's
remarks, I should like to say a few words on the subject. At
last year's meeting I read a paper referring to a new species
of lady bird that I had discovered feeding upon the green scale
in the Lower Pulneys, and which I subsequently found to be the
OhiloCOTIls nigritus, and at the same time brought to notice
the grand success that had attended the introduction of foreign
coccinellidm into the Sandwich Islands as a cure for coffee scale
and blight, and I read extracts from some copies of the Hawaiian
Planters' Gazette, and Professor Koebele's report of 1894, which
papers ,vere sent to me by :Mr. .James Stanes, who went to
Hawaii and saw for himself what the lady birds had ~lone and
wcrc doing there. I was then asked to continue my experiments.
But I regret to say that I have been unable so far to bring about

any practical result. The lady bird that I noted had not been
previously observed to prey upon the green scale, Lecamuni
Viride. I found it doing good work, however, and protected
the species I found as well as I could. They increased slightly
but not rapidly enough to make any appreciable difference in
the scale, which increased terribly quickly. The lady hirds did
good work where they were to be found. The green bug dis-
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appear for some th!ee or four months during the monsoon and
I found then that the lady birds hibernated also. The few
specimens I had I was unable to keep alive, as I had none of the
sC'ale to feed them on. When the scale reappeared I found the
lady birds did not come out at once, but took some months
longer to hibernate, and when they did appear, increased iii
numbers very slowly. My want of success'in this matter I put
down chiefly to my ignorance of the subject for, as I stated last
year, I am not an expert entomologist,-or indeed an entomoloc

gist at all. It is very possible that there may be a good deal
in the suggestion of ~lanting Opinion where it said that the
slowness of increase may be due to the presence of parasites.
The fact of their being indigenous would point to the
presence of some such parasite or natural enemy, but this I had
not sufficient technical knowledge to determine. If the matter
had been then-or even if it were now-taken up hy an expert,
there is, I think, every chance of something being made of it

. and our indigenous scale feeding insects made use of. How
ever this may he, my experiments in this line have not been
productive of any lasting effect. Seeing that the green hug
appeared so much earlier than the lady birds this year, I tried
other methods of exterminating the bug. I ohtained through
the kindness of :Messrs. Leighton & Co., of :Madras, a spray
solution from the Chiswick Soap Company called "Spimo," and
sprayed this evil smelling liquid on tq the trees with matter in
proportion of 100 parts to 1 as directed hy the Soap Company.
This had no effect whatever; in fact the bug seemed to fatten
on it! Stronger solutions had hetter results, hut even then I
never succeeded in killing; Ollt all the' scale on any onehranch
or leaf. I.also tried a mixture ofkerosene and soft soap in water
in various proportions-also an infusion of quassia bark. Also
mixtures containing in varioils proportions, turpentine, 'tohacco
decoction, sulphur, lime, etc. Some of these seemed to have
temporary slight effects but none did any lasting good. 'With
regard to the spray solution I tried, I found that it was very
difficult to spray the coffee sufficiently through to reach all the
small crevices of the stalks of the leaves, and was much hampered
hy the closeness of the trees in hearing coffee. This I fancy
will be found' the great drawbaC'k (together with the difficulty
of finding a mixture or solution that will really kill scale) to
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any spraying operations and finally the practical impossibility
of carrying' out such operations in districts such as the Lower·
Pulneys, where water is scarce, and the great expense involved
even in places \"here water is to be had even if in sufficient quan
tities to long transport. Besides this I have had some corres
pondence with Mr. E. E. Green, of Oeylon, on this subject, and
he sent me some varieties of a blight that he had found attack
the L. Viridie in Oeylon. This I affixed to the leaves covered
with any green bug, and tried to propagate. I even sewed the
two leaves together-the one affected by the blight to the
underside of the one attacked with virulent gTeen bug. 11:1'.
Hodgson also sent me some specimens of another blight that he
had found upon the black bug and coffee on the Nilgiris, but
neither of them was successful in transferring the bug on my
estate. This, however, I think may be due to dry climate. 11.
letter appeared in the Oeylon Observer, dated the 6th February,
1897, to which I replied in Planting Opinion. Since then I
have had the correspondence above referred to with Mr. Green.
I have not, however, yet been able to send him the living
specimens of O. Nigentop, as asked .for owing partly to late
appearance and partly to want of time. So much for my ex
periments. The conclusion I have come to, therefore, gentle
men, is that not only, as I said and thought last year, lady birds
would be the easiest and most effective way of getting rid of our
scales, but that it is the only possible way of doing so. Our
Hon'ble Uember in Oouncil took up the matter as you know
nfter the last annual general meeting, bringing it up first of all
in his District Association at a meeting at which I had the
pleasure of being present, and subsequently taking it up direct
to Government, and he was fOI,tunately able to instile interest
then in the matter and get them to act upon his suggestion. I
need not read you the letter that the Government of Fort St.
George wrote to the Oommissioner of Agriculture of the Sand
wich Islands, nor need I read to you the exhaustive and satis
factory reply sent by :111'. },ilarsden to our Government, as these
papers have been published both in the daily papers and in
Planting Opinion. I regret that Mr. :11arsden, in sending the
papers that we enclosed with his letter to the Madras Govern
ment, did not also send copies of the Hawaiian Planters' l\{onthly
for April, August, and October, 1895, as these contain a. lot more
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information, and in my opinion give a lot of useful and necessary
information about the colonization of these useful predaceous
insects. I have, however, published these extracts in my :first
pamphlet on the subject, dated February, 1896, in pages 11 to
20 (and I believe Mr. Hodgson has already placed them before
Government). To show you that lady birds do most effectually
tmd thoroughly exterminate the scale pests on coffee as well as
borer, red spider and other injurious insects on coffee, tea, sugar
~ane, oranges and all citron trees, I should like to read you some·
extracts from the reports enclosed by 1\11'. :NIarsden in his letter
to the Government at :Madras. (Mr. Newport read several
extracts from the Hawaiian Planters' lVIonthly and other papers).
This all, I think, goes to prove very conclusively that the
lady birds if introduced will do all that we want and more.
:Madras (India) Planting Opinion.

----:0:---

THE NEW, fUfERICflN T_'tRIF'F' I.lAW.

It may be of interest to our readers to know the protection ac
corded the various products of the soilllnder the new tariff law.
The list follows:

Yegetables, prepared or preserved, in tins, jars, bottles, or
similar packages, two and one-half cents per pound, including
the weight of all tins, jars and other immediate coverings; all
vegetables, prepared or preserved, including pickles and sauces
of all kinds, not specially provided for in this act, and fish paste
or sauce, forty per centum ad valorem.

Orchids, palms, dracaenas, crotons and azealeas, tulips, hya
cinths, narcissi, jonquils, lilies, of the valley and all other bulbs,
Imlbous roots, or corms, wllich are cultivated for their flowers,
and natural flowers of all kinds, preserved or fresh, suitable for
decorative purposes, twenty-five per centnm ad valorem.

Stocks, cllttings or scrdlings of l\I:vrobolnn plllm, l\Iahaleb or
l\[uzzard ellel'l',)', three years old or less, fifty cents per thousand
plants and fifteen prr centllm ad valorem; stock, clltting-s or
seedlings of peal', apple, quince and the St. Julian plum, three
years old or lrss, and evergreen seedling's, one dollar per thousand
plants and fifteen per centum ad valorem; rose plants, blldded,
grafted or grown on their own roots, two and one-half cents each;
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stocks, cuttings and seedlings of all fruit and. ornamental trees,
decidous and evergreen, shrubs and vines, manetti, multiflora·
and brier rose and all trees, shrubs, plants and vines, commonly
known as imrsery or greenhouse stock, not specially provided for
in this act, twenty-five per centum ad valorem.

Potatoes, twenty-five cents l)er bushel of sixty pounds.
Seeds: Castor' beans or seeds, twenty-five cents per bushel of

:fifty pounds; flaxseed or linseed and other oil seeds not specially
provided for in this act, twenty-five cents per bushel of fifty-six
-pounds; poppy seed, fifteen cents per bushel; but no drawback
shall be allowed upon oil cake made from imported seed, nor
shall any allowance be made for dirt or other impurities in any
seed; seeds of all kinds not specially provided for in this act,
thirty per centum ad valorem.

Vegetables in their natural state, not specially provided for
jn this act, twenty-five per centum ad valorem.

Fruits and Nuts.-Applcs, peaches, quinces, cherries" plums,
~l11d pears, green or ripe, t\\~enty-five cents per bushel; apples,
]leaches, pears and other edible fruits, including berries when
(hied, dessicated, evaporated or prepared in any manner, not
specially provided for in this act, two cents per pound; berries,
edihle, in their natural condition, one cent per quart.

Figs, plums, prunes and prunelles, two cents per pound;
1'aisins and other dried gTapes, two and one-half cents per pound;
dates, one-half of one cent per pound; currants, Zante or other,
two cents per pound; olives, green or prepared, in bottles, jars,
or similar packages, twenty-five cents per gallon; in casks or
otherwise than in bottles, jars, or similar packages, fifteen

cents per gallon.
Grapes, in barrels or other packages, twenty cents per cubic

foot of ('apacity cif barrels or packages.
Oranges, lemons, limes, grape fruit, shaddocks, or pomelos,

one cent per pound.
Orange peel or lemon peel, prese1'\'ed, eandiec1, or dried, and

co('oanllt meat or copra dcssicatec1, shredded, cut, or· similarly
prepared, two cents per pOllnd; citron or citron peel, preserved,

<~andied, 01' dried, fOllr cents per pOllnd.
Pineapples, in barrels and other packages, seven cents per

('ubic foot of the capacity of barrels or packages; in bulk, seven

<lo11ars per thousand.
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The following report (says the Demerara Argosy) on the
diseases of the canes on an estate in Penang, for which we are
indebted to Mr. Garnett, will have some interest to sugar
planters, although, fortunately, at the present moment the borer
is not much in evidence. It would seem, from what the re
porter says that the practice of working soil to death is a crime
not confined to sugar planters in the west; some fields on the
estate in question have been under sugar cultivation for 50

consecutive years:-

Botanic Gardens, Singapore, 22nd February, 1897.

Sir:-Having recently visited and examined the Caledonia
Sugar Estate, in Province vVellesley, I have to submit the
following report on the diseases of the sugar canes, and to sug
gest some ·means for the amelioration of the same.

While on the whole I note that none of the enemies of the
cane have as yet attained sufficient power to seriously injure
the. crops, some are certainly prevalent that it is advisable at
once to take steps to check them before they increase so as to

become unmanageable.
(1). Of these the most serious are the sugar borer (chilo

saccharalis) and the red smut fungus.
The borer is a small white caterpillar with black spots, which

attacks the cane, burrowing into it, and often destroys it by
tunnelling the ,terminal bud. In some cane it burrows for a
short way up the cane, comes out on the surface, and tunnels
in again at another point. In this way it does less harm, but
it injures. it not only by the actual burrowing, but also by

forming a suitable entrance for the red smut.
This caterpillar is very abundant, especially in the white

canes, less so in the stripped canes, and least in the purple canes
called the Bourbon canes. It develops into a small brownish
white moth. From careful examination I am led to believe

Peanuts or ground peas, unshelled, one-haH of one cent per

pound; shelled, one cent per pound. .
Nuts of all kinds, shelled or unshelled, not specially provided

for in this Act, one cent per pound.
---:0:---

THE DISEASES OF SUGAR OANES.



that the moth habitually deposits its egogs between the leaf
sheaf and the stalk. This being so, it would seem that more
persistent and regular trashing of the canes would check this
pest by providing fewer nesting spots for the eggs. In con
firmation of this, I may mention that in patches of cane grown
for eating by natives, who trash the canes much more than is
done on the plantations, the borer seems almost entirely absent.
In some plantations in the West Indies it has been found re
munerative to send boys to cut out bored canes and destroy the
grub in that way, but this is of course an expensjve job on a
large estate.

(2). Of other injurious insects seen on Caledonia Estate,
I will call attention to a weevil about one-third of an. inch long,
and of a black brown marble color. This is comparatively rare
at present. I only found it in one or two fields which had been
planted with white Chinese canes, i. e., from tops obtained from
the Chinese cultivators.

This beetle, together with a small fleshy footless magg'ot,
occurred only, so far as I saw in canes which had been broken,
and which were still growing, though prostrate on the gl'olmd.
This weevil bears some resemblance to figures of Sphenophrous
sacchari, which is reported to have done so much clevastation
in and other parts of the West Indies. An insect of this nature,
though at present occurring but scantily, might under other
circumstances prove enormously destructive, and its occurrence
should be carefully noted in any fields, and infested canes
destroyed, as it can easily conceal itself in the old stools after a
cutting of the crop; this is one reason for eradicating and
destroying these before replanting.

(3). Other beetles of an injurious tendency seen among the
canes were a large brown rhinocerous beetle, the g1'ub of which
probably feeds on the roots, and which one of the assistants
informed me that he had seen inside a cane and a smaller brown
chafer, the grub of which was found eating the roots in one
field. Neither of these were abundant, but should be watched
in case of their increasing, when they might prove destructive.

(4). Blight. A white coccus occurred commonly on sickly
canes between the leaf sheaf and the cane. 110re thorough
trashing, as recommended for Chilo, will be most effective for
checking it.
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(5). Shot borer (Xyleborus perforans) I saw no trace of,
nor did I hear from any of the assistants of its occurrence.

(6). The red smut. This fungus is far too abundant on the
estate, and" is accompanied by the black smut, if indeed these
two fungi are not different states of the same thing; both forms
appear where the cane has been wounded either by trashing
with a knife or by boring of the Ohilo caterpillar. They often
destroy canes, and even if they do not actually do this, they
entirely spoil the sugar and must diminish the product serionsly.
The destruction in some of the Ohinese cultivators' fields was
very marked, and I observed in several cases stools in which
every cane was spoilt by the red Slllut. Investigation showed
that the original cutting~ planted had been thoroughly infected,
in the first instance, and the whole plant, including the roots,
was thoroughly permeated by the fungus. A glance over the
piles of cuttings ready for planting showed often that a large
percentage was infected, and this was especially bad in the case
of the cuttings taken from the Ohinese cultivation. :Much more
care is requisite in selecting the cuttings, and infected ones
should be' rigorously destroyed. Diseased canes and waste or
dead bits should be removed from the field and burnt. To
leave them on the ground, even outside the plantation is most
unsafe, as the spores of the fungus soon develop and drift in the
wind among the young plants; the fungus remaining often in
the old stools will affect the young' plants, and although the
expense of digging out and burning them may be considerable,
.I believe that it will prove a profitable investment by materially
checking the injury caused by the fungus, the borer and the
weevil. This stumping apd burning of the stools should be
effected as soon as possible, within fourteen days after cutting,
as recommended by the Planters' Oommittee in the island (}f

St. Vincent in 1894.
(7). Some of the fields have been under sugar cultivation,

as I was informed, upwards of fifty years. The return from
these fields is naturally poorer than it would be if they had
been followed at intervals, and if the p1:m of not resting the
ground is continued, they must soon become permanently use
less, even if heavily manured. The difficulty of fallowing here
is chiefly due to the immediate springing up of Lallallg, which
is troublesome to eradicate, but even if Lallang should cover
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A crop that promises soon to be a feat1ll'e of the Great Sonth
west is canaigre or tanners' dock. This plant, indigenous to the
soil of Arizona, New :Mexico, California and portions of Texas,
i" valuable for the tannic acid it contains, which is either extract
ed by machinery, 111uch the same as the saccharine properties of
the sugar beet are, or the root is dried :md sent to the tanneries
in bulk, where it is steamed amI submitted to treatment which
separates the acid fro111 the solids. The for111er method is pre
ferable, as it saves lahor and bll~:<, hence reduces cost of trans
portation. ,Vith a g-rowing demand for tanning- materials and
a corresponding- decrease in the supplies of oak and hemlock
barks, it is obvious that canaigre is hound to he a valuable addi
tion to the crops of the future. Heretofore the canaigre indus
try has been limited to g-atherinp: the erop in a wild state, chiefly

the ground it would be possible to get it out when required by
ploughing, or to kill it down by flooding the field. Beans
thickly planted could be used as a catch crop, and ploughed in
when sufficiently grown, and would probably aid in keeping
down the Lallang as well as supplying nitrogen to the soil.

In cultivation where the rotation of crops is impracticable, it
i.:; essential that the land should be followed at intervals, even
if a temporary loss should be sustained by throwing it for a

year out of cultivation.
(8). To sum up, I would suggest that the points which most

require attention on the estate are:-
. (a) :M:ore thorough and regular trashing, to check the borer.·

(b) The removal of the stools, and their destruction 1:?y burn
ing, together with all dead canes or bits of canes.

(c) :M:ore careful selection of cuttings, diseased bits being

rejected and destroyed by burning.
(d) Gradual elimination of the weaker strains of white canes,

and the planting of the stronger purple canes.
(e) Fallowing of the fields which have been very long m

cultivation.
(Sgd.) Hmmy N. RIDLEY

Director of Gardens, Straits Settlements.

To :Manager, Caledonia Estate, Province 'Vellesley.
---:0:---

auUI'lYA'1'ION OF CA.N.-llGRE.
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by Indians and Chinese, bringing the gathered roots to a central
point in small lots, where they are sliced and then sun-dried.
Of late, however, it has attracted attention as a, cultivated crop.
The largest canaigre plantation is situated at Rialto, California,
on the line of the Santa Fe railway, where a considerable acre
age has been planted. Smaller plantations, as well as experi
mental cultures, abound in Arizona and New J.\fexico, and we
believe also in. the southwestern or arid parts of Texas. Under
cultivation the root gTOWS more rapidly and the yield is larger
than in a wild state. In California the plant starts its growth
with the first rains in the fall, reaching bloom in January or the

. first of February, ripens its seed by April, and dies in May. Ca
naigre differs from almost every other crop as its harvest can wait
for the ·convenience of the farmer within wide limits, as it looses
none of its tannic properties by being allowed to remain in the
field. It is not certainly known whether the tuber increases in
weight after the first year; our impression is that the increase is
slight if any, and that it will not be found best to defer harvest
ing after the first year. While the per cent. of tannin may
increase by deferring harvesting to two years, it is questionable
if this practice is advisable, as it would in no way off-set the re
turns to be secured from two crops as against one, even allowing
liberally for an increase of tannic acid. The analysis made by
the Department of Agriculture of wild roots in 1878 from north
western Texas, gave 26.4 as an average. The Arizona Experi
ment Station gaves the average of wild roots in that Territory as
30.5 per cent., while the average of tests made by the California
Experiment Station of wild roots was 35.85 or 5.30 higher.

The canaigre industry, in so far as it has become a factor in
commercial transactions, has developed the fact that the supply
of the wild plant is rapidly becoming exhausted, and that in
order to make it permanent it is essential to grow it as a regular
field crop. Now that its value for the tanning of fine leathers is
assured, it only remains for American enterprise to inaugurate
canaigre culture as a feature of our agricultural wealth. A mar
ket is assured for all that can possibly be produced; the only
possible contingency is a sufficient supply of the root. Land in
value that will justify the planting of sugar beets will warrant
canaigre culture, and prove equally profitable. Unlike beet
sugar, the extract of canaigre has practically no competition in
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America, and its only competitor in the European market is
Gambier (Uncaria gambier) from India. The annual consump
tion of tannic acid in America is over $30,OOO,OOO.-Rural Oali
fornian.
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The fall planting of cane is now in order in Louisiana, and
many planters are now engaged in it. The month of September
is ordinarily employed in seeming the hay crop and in plough
ing under field pease and in fall ploughing generally. The
month of October, or at. least as much as is possible of it before
the grinding season begins, is ordinarily devoted to fall planting.
There are two devices that have come into use quite recently that
have greatly cheapened fall ploughing' and fall planting. The
first among these is the disk plow. Oareful tests on a large
scale and with over a month's work have shown that three mules
hitched abreast to a disk plow will cover pease in sandy land
better than is ordinarily done by the standard four-mule plow;
that four mules hitched abreast to a disk plow will cover pease in
mixed and tolerably stiff lands better than six mules will with
the standard plow. Very few planter appreciate the great value
of the new disk plow. If they did thev would never plough an
other fmrow with old-fashioned plow if it could he avoided.

It is simply,marvelous how slow some planters are in taking
hold of really good inventions. In a recent trip between Baton
Rouge and the city the writer saw a disk plow in operation with
one man sitting on the plow and another riding a mule and driv
ing the four-mule team. The services of this driver were simply
thrown away, as the man riding on the disk plow could readily
drive from the seat that he occupies on the plow. This is not said
as a matter of judgment, but as the result of actual experience.
In the case just cited the mules were driven two in the lead and
hVo behind, as in ordinary four-mule work, but a better. plan
is to hitch them up ahreast. Three-mule eveners and four-mule
eveners can readily he hought at Avery's in New Orleans, and
bought more cheaply than they can be made at home, and these
plows thus put to work in the most advantageous manner, and
with only one-half the plow-men ordinarily required. Apart
from increased excellence in the work done, the general draught
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One task well done; the next half begun.

'The man who talks most about his being busy; other people

talk least about it.
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The consumption of salmon in the United Kingdom for the

past twelve months is estimated at 1,000,000 cases.

of the disk plow is so much lighter that a larger acreage per day
can be accomplished with it than is possible with the old
fashioned plm". Oertainly the advent of the disk plow is an
important epoch in our agricultural history and is one of the
most economical devices that is now being introduced.

Another device that is a great success in economical planting
is Oomeaux' patent cane cart. Doubtless many of our readers
have seen this cart, but others may not be familiar with it, and
for their benefit we will say that the merit of this cart lies in
the fact that the after part of the body is so near the ground that
a person walking behind can readily plant one cane 1'0,", taking
the cane from the cart as the cart passes slowly along; that
from across the pole or shafts forward there is suspended a foot
board, one end of which is occupied by the driver and another
end by an assistant, and these two from the foot-board can
grasp canes from the loaded cart and drop them alongside, each
in his furrow, the three droppers, one of whom is the driver,
thus planting three rows as the cart passes along.

By this plan of planting, no cane is dumped upon the ground.
The droppers become very skillful, and can pitch the canes from
the carts right into the rows to just the desired position and in
just the desired quantity. 'Three droppers, one of whom is the
clriver, will thus place in furrows cane for six or eight acres per
clay. If the cane then be coyered with a machine, with hand
hoes to cover the gaps, the work will be found well done and
with greater economy than usual. Planting cane is very ex
pensive at the best, and it certainly becomes us to endeavor
to economize as far as possible in all of its incidents. These two
that we have discussed in this article have been in the past among
tIle most expensive, and this expense has been largely reduced
by the devices that we have herein referred to.-I,ouisianu
Planter.
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'l'HE BRITISH WEST INDIA ROYAL COMMISSION.

About one year ago, a commission of three persons was
appointed by the British Government to inquire into the causes
of the depression of the cane sugar interest in the British ,Vest
Indian Colonies. rhree commissioners were appointed, who
visited each of the colonies referred to, held many conferences
in each, and during October made their report to the British
Government, which has been published in full. It is divided
into three sections. The first relates to the present condition
of all the British Colonies. The second deals with each colony.
And part third states the conclusions to whicl1 the commissiOll
had arrived.

The commission consistcd of Sir Henry Norman, Sir David
Barbom' and Sir Edward Grey, and they were instructed to visit
tIle colonies referred to, and "ascertain the causes which gave
rise to the existing depression, whether they promise to be
temporary 01' permanent, whether they were caused wholly by
the Oontinental system of g1'anting bounties to Continental sugar
growers, or whether they could be traced to independent causes
-such as extravagance in management, imperfection in manu
facturing processes, absentee ownership, or other causes. The
commissioners were also instructed that it was of great im-.
portance to ascertain "what effect the total or partial extinction
of the sugar iJ:dustry would he likely to have upon the con
dition of the laboring' classes and upon the revenue of the 0010
nies concerned, and they were invited to state whether the colo
nies ,vould be able to provide the necessary cost of administra
tion, including the extra charges for relief likely to he thrown
upon their exchequers, without subvention or other form of con
tribution from the mother country. If it appeared that sub
ventions would be necessary, the commissioners were instructed
to report upon the amounts probably necessary."

The result of their investigations is given in the following
sml1mary, which we quote from the T",ondon "Sugar":

1. The sugar industry in the vVest Indies is in danger of
great rcduction, which in some colonies may be equivalent or
almost equivalent to extinction.

2. The depression of the industr,y is due to the competition
of other sugar-producing countries, and in special degree to
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the competition of beet sugar produced under a system of
bounties. It is also affected by high protective tariffs and by
the competition of cane sugar, the production of which is
specially encouraged by the Governments concerned. The
causes of the depression may be described as permanent, inas
much as they are largely due to the policy of foreign countries,
and there is no indication that that policy is likely to be aban
doned in the immediate future.

3. It is not due in any considerable degree to extravagance
in management, to imperfection in the process of manufacture,
or to inadequate supervision consequent on absentee ownership,
and the removal of these causes, wherever they exist, would not
enable it generally to be profita~ly carried on under present
conditions of competition. In many places in the ,Vest Indies,
sugar is not manufactured according to the best and latest
processes, but even the estates which have introduced the best
machinery would be much more generally employed but for
the general and apparently well-founded conviction that even
with the assistance of such machinery the business could not
be profitably carried on. In places where large factories,
equipped with the best machinery, cannot be established owing
to local causes, it is doubtful if the sugar industry could, under
any circumstances, be restored to a condition of permanent pros
perity, except, possibly, in localities which enjoy very special
advantages in soil, climate, and labor supply.

4. The depression in the industry is causing sugar estates
to be abandoned, and will cause more estates to be abandoned,
and such abandonment is causing, and will cause, distress among
the laboring population, including a large number of East In
dian immigrants, and will seriously affect, for a considerable
time, the general prosperity of the sugar-producing colonies,
and will render it impossible for some, and perhaps the greater
number of them, to provide, without external aid, for their own
government and administration.

5. If the production of sugar is discontinued, or very largely
reduced, there is no industry or industries that could completely
replace it in such islands as Barbadoes, Antigua ·and St. Kitts,
and be profitably carried on and supply employment for the
1l1boring population. In Jamaica, in Trinidad, in British
Guiana, in St. Lucia, in St. Vincent, and to some extent in

..
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Montserrat and Nevis, the sugar industry may in time be re
placed by other industries, but only after the lapse of a con
siderable period and at the cost of much displacement of labor
and consequent suffering. In Dominica the sugar industry is
not at the present day of great importance. We think it right
to add that in all colonies where sugar can be completely, or
very largely, replaced by other industries, the colonies in question
will be in a much sounder position, both politically and econo
mically, when they have ceased to depend wholly, or to a very
great extent, upon the continued prosperity of a single in
dustry.

0. The total or partial extinction of the sugar industry would,
in most places, very seriously affect the condition of the labor
ing classes for the worse, and woulcllargely reduce the revenue
of the colonies. In some places the loss of revenue could be met
at a limited extent by economies, but this could not be done
universally nor in a material degree in most of the colonies.
Some of the colonies could not provide the necessary cost of
administration, including the relief of distressed and necessitous
persons, or of the support and repatriation (when necessary)
of the East Indian immigrants, without subventions from the
mother country. Jamaica, Trinidad, and Grenada may be ex
pected to meet from their own resources the whole of the ex
penditure that is likely to fall on them.

7. The best immediate remedy for the state of things which
we have shown to exist would be the abandonment of the bounty
system by continental nations. This change would in all pro
bability enable a large portion of the sugar cane cultivation to
be carried on successfully, and would certainly reduce the rate
at which it will diminish.

Lool{ing, however, to what appears to be the policy of the
United States of America, to the great cheapening of the cost
of production of beet sugar, and the fact that many countries
appear to have singled out the sugar industry as one which ought
to be artificially stimulated in various ways, it is not clear that,
even if the bounties were allOlished, another crisis of a similar
c11aracter might not raise in the vVest Indies at a future day.

8. A remedy which was strongly supported by witnessess
interested in the vVest Indian sugar estates was the imposition
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of countervailing duties on bounty-fed sugar when imported
into the United Kingdom.

For the reasons stated, the ma,iority have been unable to
support this course. The Ohairman is of a different opinion,
and has stated his views separately on this point.

9. The special remedies or measures of relief which we
unanimously recommend are:-

(a) The settlement of the laboring popnlation on small plots
of land as peasant proprietors.

(b) The establishment of minor agricultural industries, and
the improvement of the system of cultivation, especially in the
case of small proprietors.

(c) The improyement of the means of communication be
tween the different islands.

(d) The encouragement of a trade in frnit with New York,
and possibly, at a future time, with London.

(e) The grant of a loan from the Imperial exchequer for
the establishment of central factories in BarbadoC's.

The snbject of emigration from the llistressed tracts also re
quires the careful attention of the varions Gove1'l1ments, thongh
we do not find omselves at the present time in a position to
make recommendations in detai1.

10. We estimate the cost of the special remedies in (b), (c)
and (d) of 9 at £27,000 a year for ten years, the expenditure
to be b01'l1e by the mother conntry. ,Ve estimate the amount
of the loan to Barbadoes for the, erection of central factories at
£120,000. This measnre no doubt involves the risk of loss.

Grants wiH he reqnired in Dominica and St. Vincent for roads,
and to enable the settlement of the lahorinp; population on the
land to be carried ant, and their amount may be taken at
£30,000. A fmthe]' grant of ahOllt £00,000 is reqllired to clear
off the floating rlebt ill some of the sma11er islands.

In addition, the smaller islands shollld receive grants to enahle
them to meet their or(linary l'xpenditllre of an obligatory nature.
The mnoullt may be placed at £20,000 a year for five years, and
possibly a re(hwed am01111t for a fmther period of five years.

The expenditme which we are ahle to estimate may be sum
marized as follows:-

(a) A grant of £27,000 a year for ten years.
(b) A grant. of £20,000 a year for five years.

.1'
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'PEAOH THEil! TO PRUNE OOFFEE .TREES.
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In a recent letter to a Honolulu paper, JIIlr. Alexander Oock
bmn suggests a very good idea. He speaks about teaching the
native boys how to prune coffee trees, an accomplishment about
'which very little is known on these islands, and if the pruning
of coffee trees has the relative importance to the crops of the
same that pruning has upon ordinary fruit trees a great amount
of useful and important knowledge is to be learned, and in the
absence of the same a great amount of damage can result. It
is natural to believe that pruning' has a most important bearing
upon the future usefulness and crop bearing capacity of the
coffee tree. The pruning knife in the hands of some men is
used like a hatchet and 'the only guidance is to top off limbs
liberally. ViTith others there is a fear of cutting off, for fear of
losing limbs that might bear berries, and the result is too much
wood is nourished at the expense of the berries. ThC? future
shape of the tree is a matter that must be considered.-ind still
the plantation owner does not feel justified in employing ex
pensive white labor to do his pruning. Here is a fine field .for
our native boys. For instance in the Hila Boarding School
there are fifty boys who should be taught some craft that would
enable them to earn a livelihood. What better could be selected

(c) Immediate gTants of £(30,000 and £30,000, or

:£90,000 in all.
Cd) A loan of £120,000 to Barbadoes for the establishment

of central factories.
11. As to the amount of expenditure which it may be

necessary to incur in relieving distress (especially in British
Guiana and Barbadoes), in promoting emigration, and in suppo"rt
ing and repatriating East Indian immigants, we are unable at
the present time to form any estimate, but it might be very
great, if there occurred a sudden and general failure of the
sugar inclustry in Barbadoes and British Guiana, where the popu
lation is comparatively large and the people depend so greatly
upon the cultivation of the sugar cane. In such a contingency
neither British Guiana nor Barbadoes would be able to meet the
necessary cost of administration for, probably, a considerable
number of years.



Tap an empty man and you will get nothing; tap a full man
and you will get the best there is in him.-The Outlook.

To find the number of trees or plants to the acre, multipiy
the distance in feet between the rows by the distance trees are
apart in rows; the product will be the number of square feet
for each tree, which, divided into the number of square feet in
an acre (43,560), will give the number of trees to the acre.

The Hutchinson plantation has growing 35 different kinds of·
cane. There is growing on this plantation about 125 acres of
yellow Oaledonia cane that is by far the par excellence upland
cane ontl1ese Hawaiian Islands. Specimens have been pro
duced that were 21 feet tall and three inches in diameter. It
will everage 15 feet high throughout the fields and two inches in
diameter. It grows straight up and much more is thus pro
duced per acre. One great advantage is that it strips itself. It
is next to Lahaina cane is quantity of sugar production.-Kau
Substitute, Hilo Tribune.
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than that of pruning. We have several experts here whose
services could be secured, one day a week, to give these boys
lessons in the principles of tree training and this would be· a
grand thing for the boys and provide a valuable auxiliary of
trained labor that is very much needed in this particular line.
It would be a valuable thing for the sake of our coffee planta
tions that are experimenting in the absence of definite and posi
tive information. It is not possible that these boys can be taug:ht
trades in that school that will enable them to stand any chance
against the practical training received by men who will come
from the Ooast. It will assist these lads very much more to teach
them to be expert with the pruning knife than to give them a
smattering of mechanical arts. The trustees of the Hilo Board
ing School would do wisely if they investigated the practibility
of securing the services of such instructor and equipping the
boys with something within their gTasp that will always enable
them to make a living.-Hilo Tribune.

---:0:---
Planned work-quarter done; quiet work-half done; happy

work-wholly done.




